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Abstract This paper develops an adaptive particle filter for indoor mobile robot
localization, in which two different resampling operations are implemented to adjust
the number of particles for fast and reliable computation. Since the weight updating
is usually much more computationally intensive than the prediction, the first
resampling-procedure so-called partial resampling is adopted before the prediction
step, which duplicates the large weighted particles while reserves the rest obtaining
better estimation accuracy and robustness. The second resampling, adopted before
the updating step, decreases the number of particles through particle merging to
save updating computation. In addition to speeding up the filter, sample degeneracy
and sample impoverishment are counteracted. Simulations on a typical 1D model
and for mobile robot localization are presented to demonstrate the validity of our
approach.
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1 Introduction

The particle filter (PF), utilizing sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) approach to
implement the Bayes estimation, has been widely applied for nonlinear systems
such as target tracking and mobile robot localization since [1], which is able to relax
the linearity and Gaussian assumptions. However, the PF suffers from high com-
putational burden when a large number of particles are required. This paper is
concerned with designing an adaptive PF that can adaptively adjust the number of
particles for efficient computation while maintains good estimation performance.
The proposed PF is applied for robot localization in an indoor structural environ-
ments with the use of a group of sonars and an inertial measurement unit (IMU)-
based odometer.

When applied to robot localization, the PF is often referred to as the Monte Carlo
localization (MCL) method. It represents the required robot position and orientation
by a set of random particles with associated weights. Let St = fxit,wi

tgi=1, 2, ...Nt

denote a random measure that characterizes the posterior density pðxtjy1: tÞ:

p xt y1: tjð Þ≈∑Nt
i=1w

i
tδ xt − xit
� �

, s. t.∑Nt
i=1w

i
t =1 ð1Þ

where δ is Dirac delta measure, fxitgi=1, 2, ...Nt
is a set of particles with associated

weights fwi
tgi=1, 2, ...Nt

, Nt is the total number of particles.
The weights wt are determined with respect to the principle of sequential

importance sampling (SIS), which relies on

wt ∝
pðx1: t y1: tj Þ
qðx1: t y1: tj Þ ≈wt− 1

pðyt xtj Þqðxt xt− 1j Þ
qðxt xt− 1, ytj Þ ð2Þ

where qð⋅Þ is a proposal importance density, which should resemble the posterior
density as closely as possible.

Usually, the weight variance will exponentially increase with time in the SIS,
causing weight degeneracy that a few particles have very large weights while the
others are negligible. As such, the resampling step is often required which reset the
particle system in order to solve the degeneracy. But one critical side effect may arise
in the meanwhile, namely sample impoverishment, see [2, 3] i.e. most particles are of
the same state(s) that are duplicated from a few particles while the other particles of
small weight are abandoned in the resampling process. This has much the same effect
as sample degeneracy, and is more severe when the measurement noise is small.
Many works have been devoted to solve this pair of problems, see [3].

For mobile robot localization, the weight updating of particles is much more
time-consuming than the prediction, which is the main reason for the huge com-
putation requirement of the PF. Thus, the key to speed up the PF is to reduce the
number of particles for updating. This, however, conflicts with that a large number
of particles are required in the prediction step for accurate approximation. To
alleviate this contradiction, we propose a double resampling strategy to adjust the
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number of particles for prediction and updating: use a large number of particles for
prediction while use a small number of particles for updating. In brief,

• To obtain a compromise of the contradiction between the computing speed and
the estimation accuracy, we use different number of particles at the prediction
and updating step respectively through double resampling methods.

• To alleviate sample degeneracy and impoverishment, the resampling should
maintain the diversity of particles.

The work presented here is a significant extension of the work [4]: we replace
the first traditional resampling used therein with the partial resampling to avoid
discarding any particle, in order to maintain better the diversity of particles. In
addition, we improve the second particle merging resampling by proposing a novel
grid dividing method for better computational speed. The paper is organized as
follows. Related work is given in Sect. 2. Two resampling procedures are detailed
in Sect. 3. Simulation results are presented in Sect. 4 before we conclude in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

A heavy computation requirement will cause that “the rate of incoming sensor data
is higher than the update rate of the PF and so some sensor data will be missed” [5].
Most solutions to improve the speed of the PF are focused on adjusting the number
of particles to reduce the number of iterations required. There are various same size
adaptation mechanisms, see the survey [6]. One of the most elegant methods for
adjusting the number of particles is KLD-sampling approach [7, 8] and KLD-
resampling [9]. Furthermore, Legland [10] proposed to adjust the number of par-
ticles by ensuring that a sufficient number of samples whose weights are large
enough are used by the filter. It prevents that particles are located in regions of the
state space having zero posterior probability. Pan [11] used rate-distortion theory to
determine the optimal particle number, Fitzgerald [12] proposed an advanced
proposal scheme by reducing the number of particles needed for multiple target
tracking.

To adjust number of particles has to be careful. When the PF is running with a
small sample set, it becomes challenging to approximate the posterior distribution
properly. For this purpose, the characters of particle are pre-studied and stored,
which will accelerate the updating of particles greatly in [13]. However, these pre-
stored particles have introduced errors. An up-to-date review of the parallel
resampling methods and parallel PFs is available in [2].

There is another idea [14] that uses clusters of particles to track multiple distinct
hypotheses, where each cluster is considered as an independent hypothesis about
the robot’s pose. The algorithm works on two different levels: at the particle level,
the classical Bayesian formulation is adopted to update a hypothesis, while at the
cluster level, the one with the highest probability is used to determine the robot’s
pose.
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A good idea is to use different number of particles at different steps of prediction
and updating respectively. Following this line of thinking, we reduce the number of
particles for updating but increase the number of particles of prediction through two
times of resamplingwhilemaximally alleviating the degeneracy and impoverishment.

3 Double Resampling Strategies

The iteration of the general PF can be divided into three steps: prediction, updating
and resampling. In contrast, the proposed PF in this paper consists of four steps: 1st
resampling, prediction, 2nd resampling and updating. The pseudo-code of the
proposed adaptive PF can be described as algorithm 1. The double resampling
structure aims to maintain the sample quality (avoiding sample degeneracy and
impoverishment) while adjust the number of particles. In specific,

• The 1st resampling, partial resampling (Step 2 of Algorithm 1), is executed
before the prediction step, which duplicates particles with large weight (larger
than a threshold) while reserves particles with small weight (instead of dis-

carding). Here, each particle of weight wðiÞ
t is duplicated with NðiÞ times,

NðiÞ = N ×wðiÞ
t

h i
ð3Þ

where ⌊⋅⌋ means rounding down operation, N is the desired sample size (a
reference). It can be seen only the particle of weight that is smaller than 1=N will
be duplicated otherwise will be reserved.

Since there is no particle discarded, it is easy to know that the distribution does not
change at all and the diversity of the particle populationwill bewellmaintained. It will
however increase the sample size. However, this will not increase computing time
heavily, since the computation of the prediction step is only a small part in the MCL.
For this, we employ the second dynamic grid resampling to control the sample size.

• The 2nd resampling conducts particle merging before the updating step to
reduce the same size to save computation. The updating step is the most time-
consuming part of the PF, so particle merging can save weight updating time by
decreasing the number of particles. The particle merging is proofed to be
unbiased [15] and enjoys good identical distribution attribute, which will not
undermine much the particle diversity.

In the following, we shortly explain how to perform the particle merging based on
new dynamic grid dividing of the state space with regard to MCL. Denote the planar
position and orientation of the robot in the state space as fx, y, θg and the estimate
xît = ðxî, yî, θîÞT . The dynamic grid partitioning is realized in three steps: (1), sort the
particles according to their states on each dimension; (2) group the particles into
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different grids each of which containing specified n particles; the grids ɡx, y, θ are of
differently sizes; (3) merge particles using (4) in each grid as did in deterministic
resampling [15], where ðx ̂pt , ŵp

t Þ denotes the support particle, p= px, y, θ denotes the
number of particles in grid ɡx, y, θ. The pseudo-code of the merging resampling can be
described as in Algorithm 2. The partitioning of grids is much computationally easier
than [15]. The parameter n can be the same, or different for different dimensions. For
simplicity, we use the constant parameter n in different dimensions.
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4 Simulations

4.1 1D Simulation Model

For the sake of evaluating the adaption ability of the number of particles that the
proposed double resampling will provide for the PF, we study the following non-
linear time-varying framework with the state transition function as

xt =0. 5xt− 1 +
25xt− 1

1 + x2t− 1
+ 8 cos 1. 2 t− 1ð Þð Þ+ et ð4Þ

and the observation function as

yt =0. 05x2t + vt ð5Þ

where et and vt are zero-mean Gaussian noises with variances 10 and 1 respectively.
We use root mean square error (RMSE) to evaluate the estimate accuracy. The
simulation length is 1000 steps in each trial.

In our instance, several typical resampling methods/strategies are compared with
the present SIRR approach. Sorted by the times of resampling at each iteration, they
are basic selective resampling PF (resample or not), SIR PF (once) and SIRR PF
(twice) in addition to the known KLD resampling and deterministic resampling. In
the following, we will firstly give a brief introduction of their parameter setting.

The selective resampling strategy resamples only when the variance of the non-
normalized weights is superior to a pre-specified threshold namely the Effective
Sample Size (ESS) criterion and the resampling is implemented only when it is
below a threshold NT , typically NT =Nt=2 in our instance.

In the KLD resampling [9], the KLD-bound parameters ε=0. 10, δ=0. 01 and
the grid size is Lkld =0. 5 in our case, NKLD is further hard-limited to be no more
than 2Nst . For the deterministic resampling [15], parameters are set as: Lstar =1,
Lmin =0. 1, a=8, and Nmin =minð50,N=5Þ.

In the simulation, all filters use the same starting number of particles, i.e. their
numbers of particles associated are initially the same. For different starting number
of particles from 20 to 200, the number of particles of the selective resampling and
the SIR does not change over time but they vary in the KLD resampling, Deter-
ministic resampling and our SIRR approach. In particular, the number of particles is
constant in the iteration in all the given PFs except in the SIRR approach the
number of particles is different at the prediction stage and the updating stage. This is
the unique performance of our approach different to others. This is shown in Figs. 1
and 2, where the number of particles of the SIRR has been plotted separately for the
prediction and the updating. It shows that the average number of particles in the
prediction stage is significantly larger than at the updating stage in the SIRR while
they are the same for all the other PFs. These indicate the SIRR manages to work as
supposed. It is necessary to note that, the number of particles of the deterministic
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resampling is slight smaller than the reference sample due to the particle merging,
while the number of particles obtained in SIRR is significantly reduced. The
number of particles of the KLD-resampling maintains at the stable level. They are
based on different mechanism to adjust the number of particles and the SIRR leave
much more space for the filter designer.

The RMSE of all filters are given in Fig. 3. Resampling is critical for this model
as shown that the selective resampling obtains obvious lower accuracy than always
resampling. The estimate accuracy of different resampling strategies/methods are
very similar for this model. But the RMSE of the KLD resampling is slight higher
when the starting same size is large since its number of particles is the smallest
(maintained at the same level). Since all these resampling methods are unbiased and
they do not change the particle population much, this simple model is computa-
tionally simple and therefore has not shown the advantage of our approach. The
SIRR aims to improve the computing efficiency by reducing the times of updating
computation, as it only works when the resampling time is much less than the
weight updating computation of particles. As stated, the updating step of MCL is
much more time-consuming than the simple prediction step, then our method will
work. This will be illustrated in our following simulation where the weight updating
of particle is computationally more intensive than the prediction and resampling.

Fig. 1 The number of
particles over time in different
PFs

Fig. 2 The average number
of particles
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4.2 Mobile Robot Localization Simulation

In this section, we will realize the proposed adaptive PF for indoor mobile robot
localization simulation, in order to evaluate its computational efficiency and
accuracy. The simulation model is showed in Fig. 4. In the figure, the black area
indicates the area occupied by obstructs. Most areas of the environment are well
modelled and static, while there are still disturbances from human being and some
un-modelled areas (represented by the grey circle and rectangular).

Let xt = ðx, yÞT be the robot’s position in Cartesian space x, yð Þ at time instant t, yt
is the observation at time t, and ut is the odometer data between time t− 1 and t.
Supposing ut− 1 has a movement effect ðΔx,ΔyÞT on the robot, Δx and Δy are the
increment of X axis and Y axis from time t− 1 to t. Then, the motion model
pðxtjxt − 1, ut − 1Þ can be easily obtained from

xt = xt− 1 + Δx,Δy½ �T + et− 1 ð6Þ

where et− 1 is a noise with zero mean and ½Δx×10%,Δy×10%�T variance.
The likelihood-based weight updating pðytjxtÞ based on the nearest-neighbour

data association used for scan matching in our case can be described as

pðytjxtÞ∝ ∏k
i=1 exp −

ðzi − hiÞ2
2 × r2i

 !
ð7Þ

where k is the number of sonars used. The robot uses 8 sonars for observation. zi and
hi are sonar detection value and the distance between particles and boundaries of
map in direction i respectively. The variance of sonar detection value ri = zi * 5%.

For simplicity, we use the importance density pðxkjxk− 1Þ as proposal, namely
bootstrap filter. The simulation compares the basic SIR filter and our SIRR
approach, namely SIR-MCL and SIRR-MCL. They receive the same observation
data from sonars and the same data from the odometer at the same time.

Fig. 3 The average RMSE
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In the simulation, the robot is supposed to follow a planned path as given in
Fig. 4. This planned path consists of two straight lines and a part of a circle.
Because of disturbances and process noises, the real path of robots are not really the
planned path as supposed. Both MCL algorithms use 1000 as initial number of
particles, and set the parameter n = 30 in the second merging-resampling of SIRR-
MCL. They receive 70 times of observations in the whole process, obtaining dif-
ferent localization paths. To capture the average performance, 10 times of trials are
performed based on the same planned path. The results are given in Fig. 5 for
average paths of both MCL algorithms. Their estimate error as compared with true
path are given in Fig. 6. The average processing time of them is given in Fig. 7.

The results show that the average processing time of SIRR as less as one third of
that of the SIR filter while maintain similar accuracy because the SIRR efficiently
reduce the number of particles for updating while keep adequate particles for
prediction. The results show that the introduction of merging error before updating
is beneficial for the computational efficiency and our approach provides a choice for
particular cases where computing speed is more important.

Fig. 4 Indoor environment
and robot moving path

Fig. 5 Localization results of
path

Fig. 6 Localization errors
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5 Conclusion

An adaptive PF is proposed for indoor mobile robot localization, which employs
resampling two times to overcome the contradiction between computational speed
and filtering accuracy. The first resampling is aimed at improving the accuracy of
the PF as a large number of particles are used for more accurate prediction, and the
second resampling aims to speed up the filter by reducing the number of particles
for weight updating. Both resampling procedures are new and are more computa-
tionally efficient than our previous work [4]. Simulations have demonstrated the
validity of the double-resampling strategies. We reiterate that the spatial distribution
of particles is of importance to avoid sample impoverishment while combating
sample degeneracy. Further study on more efficient implementations of the double
resampling strategy is expected, especially regarding to unstructured real environ-
ments and multiple robots.
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